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Brockman houses· campus TV studio

)Jrochman Hall - home site for T.V. studio.

(News photo by S. Kunath)

Xavier ''r_acing team''. preparing
For near future _competition
·

.

~~-:~~~::;·

.If everything goee according to echedule,

<C::!>~BlackHawkF~Raceway
M
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· Racew

~~::E='!·!f ~___:a::,...,k..
Xavier has acquired Ii race car and may be
June 16 - Mid-Ohio Raceway (Manson .the track as. early as May 6th according field) ·
. to Mr. David A Tom, Assistant Dean for
Housinr and Director of the team.
June 23 - Nelson Ledges (Warren, Ohio)
In addition, the team has also tenta. Prospects were not so good at this time tively planned an appearance at Road
last year. The group bad originally formed America in Elkart Lake, Wisconsin some
in January of last year but had disbanded
after initial efforts to obtain a sponsor and time in JUly.
Tom stated that the two-fold purpose of
acquire the necessary funds_ had failed.
This FaU a group consisting of two stu- the team will be to campaign and race the
dents, Paul RuBS, and Mark Barnett, and car, thus offering a greater variety of exMr. Tom reorganized a campaign to obtain tra-curricular activities for students at Xafunds and locate a race car. Although in- vier and also to provide a basis for safe
itial efforts to obtain a car from the driving instruction.
Chevrolet plant in Norwood had failed, the
Tom is optomistic about the race car the
group purchased a 1960 Austin Healy Sprit team has obtained. The 1960 Austin Healy
shortly. after Christmas. "We purchased placed 3rd and 6th in two national races
tl~e car from a well-known sports car buil- pri_or to its sale and has been equipped
der and driver who planned to retire," ex- with a multitude of extras to give it an
plained Tom. "In addition' to ·selling the edge over similar cars of its class. The
car, the man also agieed to help us in the Sprite, equipped with a 948 cc engine hits
preparations."
speeds in .excesa of 128 mph .
. Mr; Larry Clement&, Games Room Direc·
Safety features· on the car include a roll
tor, ,Willi influential in obtaining a sponsor bar, an on board fire extinguisher, a six
for the team. The Str~hs Brewing Com- point shoulder harneu and a special drivpany of ~it is sponsoring all races up ers seat. Tom stressed the fact that alto December 3~ of this year. ·
though there is speed and excitment in·Prior to the first race, the two student volved in racing, it is not as unsafe as
dri\rers, Paul Russ and Mark Barnett must some believe.· "Every poasible precaution
attend special driving instruction from that can· be taken to ensure the safety of
FCCA schools in Detroit and Indianapolis. the driver is taken," said Tom. ···
-The drivf:!r& must then participate in six:reIn addition to campaigning and racing
gional level races before they can obtain a the car next year, the team is also' plan·
national liscence and move up to another ning a cooperative program with driver
class. Tent-.tively scheduled ~gional races training cl8118e& at the local high schools.
are:

. A proposal to transfer Xavier's t.elevision
studio to a campus location has been officially approved the News learned last
Thursday. The studio, presently operating
out~of.Symmes Studio two miles from the
Xavier.campuii, Will be transferred to the
Brachman Hall lounge located on the first
~oor of the dorm.
Rev. Lawrence J. Flynn S.J., Chairman
of the Communication Arts Department,
said Thursday that the move would require
some renovation including the construction of a wall in the cent.er of the lounge to
provide an enclosure for a control room. He
added that additional power lines would
have to be run into Brochman to accomidate the auxiliary power needed to operat.e
the studio.
THE DEPARTMENT has been seeking
a campus home for its studio since last
year when Rev. Robert W. Mulligan S.J.,
President of Xavier, issued a directive to
the Communication Arts Department to
find a campus location for the studio as
soon as possible.
A number of initial requests for a
campus location for the studio, including
the Cash Room in Albers Hall and the
lower theatre in the University Center
were turned down by the Space Committee
because of "conflicting interests."

McMulli_ n guest sp·.eaker
For TllOmasfest Series ·
.·

·

.

· ..

by Deania C. King,

Editor-In-Chief

.

· The. Philoaophy Department at Xavier
University has announced that Father Er·
~ McMullin of Notre Dame University
will be the guest lecturer at this year's an·
nual Thomasfest series.
McMullin wiU speak on the "Pre~
conceptions of Science" in the Cash Room
at 8:00 p.m. this Sunday, March 4.
McMullin has a long history of int.erest
and scholarship in the area which will be
the subject of his lecture. ,
Born in Bally Bofey, Ireland, McMullin

The Fredin Scholarships for study in
France·have recently been awarded to five
Xavier students: Madeleine Bourgeois of
Cincinnati; Rosemary Fening of Hamilton,
Ohio; Ann Huseman of Cincinnati; Rich. ard Laginess of River Rouge, Michigan;
and, Cynthia Savage. of Cincinnati. Two
other winners who were unable to accept
the award are Patricia Davidson of
Spl'ingfield, Ohio nnd JOhn Lechlciter of
Louhwille, Kentucky.

.

.

.. .

was educated at Maynooth College in Ireland and did post graduate work at Louvain University in Belgium.
·
He joined Notre Dame's Philosophy department in 1954 at the invitation of Father Hesburgh. As was the case with most
Catholic Philosophy Departments of the
mid 1950's, Notre Dame's was largely if
not totally populated with Thomists. The
hiring of McMuJlin seemed t.o indicate a
slight departure from this strict line of
scholasticism, that within a decade would
find the Thomists to be-a minority in the
(Continued on page 7)

''Challenges for the 80's'' planned
For Summer Series Institute
by Dennis C. King

Editor-in-Chief
Xavier's Summer Series Institute will
present a special five-day program entitled
"Ch8Iaps for the 80's" early this summer
according to institute director, Dr. Anna
Mayans. The program; which will run
from Friday, June 15, · through Tuesday,
June 19, will feature a number of widely
acclaimed authors, politicians and educators dillCU88ing a wide range of topics.
Among the many topics to be discussed
in the inati~ute are: Religion, Politics, Edu-

New Fredin scholars ·appointed
by Steve Kunath
News Staff Reporter ·

FATHER FLYNN stated that the
transfer may take some time but there
would be considerable assistance from the
students in the department. Flynn hopes
that the studio will be ready for operation
from its new campus home by September.
Flynn added that the studio has accumulated an additional $10,000 worth of equipmen t over a two month period from the
Taft Broadcasting Company. "Acquiring
used equipment from friends is the only
way we can continue operation under the
present circumstances," said Flynn.
XA ViER'S RADIO station, a1so under
the direction of the CA department has acquired additional equipment as well but at
present lacks the funds necessary for installation expenses. The radio station earlier in the year acquired a 3,000 watt HCA
F.M. transmitter from Avco Broadcasting
Qo., a Gates 8 bay antenna with a booster
from Mobilcom Radio Service, and the necessary cable from WCPO. ·
With the equipment installed, the radio
station would increase its present power of
10 watts to 20,000 watts. Estimat.ed cost of
installing the donated equipment is
$12,000 and, at present, Flynn said that
"he didn't see any prospects for acquiring
the necessary funds."

· intensive study of reading, writing, and
These students were chosen by the speaking the French language. This study
Fredin Scholarship Committee which is. ·entails 25 hours of class time per week.
bead by chair.mail· Fr. John Felten and inOn October ·15, the students begin
cludes: Fr. Walter Bado of Philosophy; Dr.
classes
at the Sorbonne. It is also possible
John Eick of Modem Lanll.,118Ke&; Dr. Edward GOOdman of History; Dr. John Rettig for them to take courses at the Institute
of Classics; Rev. William Topmoeller of Catholique de Paris.
Theology; and Mr. Joseph Wessling of
The Xavier students now studying in
Paris have done very well thus far and
English.
The amount of the scholarship is about have given their ~·':-·ench friends and t.each$2800 per ~tudent which pays for 12 ers a great respect for Xavier. Notable in
months in France. The winners of the this group are Jim Fer1·ara and Ken Koziol
award begin classes on July 1 and spend who had no previous Knowledge of French
their first three months in Fran~~ with a~ yet ended in the superior group.

cation,. Universities, Business and United
States Foreign Policy. Included in the,
number of prominent speakers are:
·
Shirley Chisholm - New York member
of the U.S. House of Representitives ·and
1972 Democratic Presidential Nominee;·
J. McViCker Hunt - noted child' and
educational psychologist, editor of "Hu·
man Intelligence," and author of numerous
articles and Books.
John Paton Davies - Authority on the
peoples Republic of China and author of
the best iieller, "Dragon by the Tail."
Howard Johnson - former president of
Massachusettes Institute of Technology.
Neil Postman - Educator, co-author of
"Teaching as a Subversive Activity," and
professor of media ecology at New York
University.
Participants in the institute can receive
two graduate or undergraduate credit ·
boms in one of the following diciplines: Sociology, Business, Education, Political Science or History and may be taken concurrently with the intersession and/or
summer session.
· Tuition for the institute will be $104 for
graduate students, $100 for under:
graduates, $90 for edueators-in-service, and
$50 for non·'-'~.udents. Additional informa·
tion is available through the Office of the
Summer School.

\
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Marion Hall

. . '
h
by Ste.Ye Kunat
Marion Hall is .the oldest, yet
least known of XaV1er's four dorms.
IA>Cated at 992 Marion Avenue the
Hall has a histo · of more th~
80
years Around 1~ an immigrant
from Germany na~ed Enger be·
came well established in horse·
drawn carriage production He
built a~d designed carriages fo~ the
wealthy residents of the Cincinnati
area, and became so successful
that he had his home built in a
rather grand style. The basement
of the house had a personal bowl·
ing alley while the first floor was
·
' ·
·
eqwfpped wit~~ munc room•. ~~ar·
l or or receiving guests, dinmg
room, and kitchen. The second
tloor contained 3 bedro9m suites,
and the third floor had servants
quarters and a ball rooin. The third
floor has been partitioned into 12
rooms for occupation by students.
Outside of three minor partitions,
the second and first floor of the
house are the same as they were
·over 80 years ago.
·
0

lis. Past and Present

Abo t 100 ti t fro M . Hall However the rise of the automo.
u . ee
m anon . bil
ked th
d fM E
,
is the <:,amage House:,0 r more pope .mar t d e~nbrio f fl~· n:~ s
ulharlyM CEoach Hbou.sel.hilt was. here ~~ag~n ra e. ded . e di mgtea de
t at r. nger U1 t s carnages
U8l ess en
m sas ran
and kept his horses. The work· Enger, poverty stri~ken, suddenly
rooms of the main floor are now died. Shortly thereafter, his son
the "Carriage House Art Gallery'' also passed away, and Marion Hall
which contains a very valuable col· passed into the hands of the Rich·
lection of oil paintings and porce- ardson Family.
lain. The Art Gallery is most popu· During World war 11 Xavier re.:
lar with Marion Hall residents, but ceived a much need con'iplement of
i~ open to al~ members of the Xa· students in the forin of 500 Air
Vier commumty. The second floor Force Cadets. The Air Force occuof the Carriage House contains the pied Hinkle Hall, previously and
loft which is now used for Marion subsequently the Jesuit residence
Hall parties, but was once, in fact, and the Jesuits moved to the Rich:
h 1 ft f M E
h
dso h
~e~!r:al or ~ n~;s or~rs· ar n ome.
.
~con . ns
ee sm er The end of WW II marked the ex:
rooms which until last September odus of Jesuits back to Hinkle Hall
were occupied by students.
and Marion became a home for stuIn a bookd dating circa 1910, the dents. Certain:student athletes
Enger residence was listed as one alienated from the main campus b;
of the mmit beautiful homes in the the rigid discipline of Fr. Ratter·
area. Tamarisk and magnolia trees man, then Dean of Men began the
graced the beautifully kept era of Marion Hall as a'jock dorm.
grounds, which even today sur· The impossibility of policing 8
round the hall with a pastoral exits, not counting windows acted
beauty.
·
as a magnet toward the more play-

c
•
•
·
•
•
Ch r is t ia n 0 rn m unity wing a
S Ucce.SS at B roe k m·an H a l l

ful of the Xaviermen. In fact the spect to the main campus.'A'
culk of the 1958 Xavier basketball seemingly serious drawback to
team, NIT champions lived at Mar· some, but to the residents· of Marion.
ion it is a refreshingly different ex·
.
·
alk d
Vall Lan
The arrival of Fr. Felton from perience tow
own . ey
e
Oxford .in the summer of 1957 and al~g the path ~hrough .the
marked the end of the Marion play w~. ~ly on a spnng. morning,
pen era9 Fr. Felton saw a need .for a t1?is walk is unaparalled m the
place where intellectually moti· vier ~re.a. The remoteness offt' e
0
vated student ts could live and Ha is ir a bfeat part ~ne
its
learn .in a controlled environment, :;st Jia ~a tie :ss~ts. f ~part~d
and a m,ans in Ma~on Hall. It
m e li;s :·Mus. e ~ ~:a:
took two years of fighting throu~h c"f'p:, ~ad b ':1°~ ~ "d f
red tape for Fr. Felton to see hlB re ax • an
e a ·
e IDBl e o
dr~am come true, but by September ~he r.all, thol~gh
so;n~;:hat
of 1960, Marion Hall was truly an Y irhe towa sk,. is s i .d s tri in~
honorB dOrm
enoug
ma e a reBl en cogruF ~
·li eel t M. .
til .zant of its former and present
·· r. e1ton v . a
anon un
beaut The woodwork in the lobby
1967, personally molding what to- al ne ~ls to mind a glorious past
day would be termed a "living and
o.
.
.
.
.
learning community." Though
Directly behind Manon 18 .a f~l
termed elitist _by some Marion Hall length basketball court which is
became a home for 56 students who the ~c.ene of basketball ~ames of
wanted more than a place to study supn8lngly excellent quality.
and sleep. It became a place to ex·
The residents of Marion today,
change views with intelligent as a whole, have the highest aca·
people, to study with friends who· demic average of any dorm at Xa·
had both similar and iverse inter·· vier•. There are.people interested in
ests and opin~ons and to grow in nearly all subjects, and weekly fo-

t·

11

!11ar:11

r:;~;:=~~~i:::.e the desire to ~~~t~

Music Hall have become a

At first primarily a dorm for stu·
However, in the recent past, the
~ientsintheHonoi:sprogram,~ar-·atmosphere has slightly changed
·
ion became a dorm for all senous from one· of an honors dorm to that
.
students. The most Serious problem of a more common dormitory. The
· by J~~echleiter
ership. Rather, committees are its planning each time. At least at Marion in the past was deciding reluctance of students to live in a
News Staff,eporter
formed if any particular matters part of the community meets for who would ·be allowed to stay and dorm so removed as Marion is un·
Proba~.tl\.~'most dyn~~ic ?f concerning the community need.to prayer several time~ each_\Veek,_ who would have to move ~ff derstandable, but still is lamen·
the dorrriifory cbmmunihes is be worked out, and then the entire and these prayer sessions are open. campus to make room for- the ID· table. The best arguments for Mar·
G.L.A., (God's· Little Acre) the community votes in order to decide for anyone to attend, as are the li: coming freshmen..
·
·ion being what it was and can be
Christian community wing on the which direction the community turgies. The commumty· has parti· . In the past few years· there has "elitist and. "removed," have been
cipated in a full-scale retreat earlier been a lack of serious students who turned against it. The fact .is that
third floor of Brockman Hall. The should take in the. mat~r.
group is under the spiritual direc- G.L.A. seems to contain every in the year, and often goes to Mil· choose to livein Ma~<>n Hall. In Marion Hall is a good place _for
tion of Mr. Terry Charlton, S.J., imaginable field of interest, talent, ford ~or a day of recollection. Sev- large part, this is.dµe to the Hall's ..movtivated students.
and includes fourteen sophomores and opinion; especially opinions eral times, the community has met _l!Omew}l_~ remov~ location in reand five freshmen.
concerning purpose and goals of with members of the faculty or the
The idea for the community grew the wing itself. All wing members Jesuit community in order to dis·
·8
out of a small group of students· generally agree that G.L.A. is pri· cuss the variour. aspects of living
..
·
: . -..
who met last year for weekly u. marily concerne~ with the dis· to~ether as 8: group.. outside of the
turgies with Mr. Carmen Cichetti, cernment of what it means to be a wing, the C1mmun1ty has sp.on·
.
S.J. The students presented their Christian' and how to best put that sored a speaker on Pentacostabsm
member Director's group, . iDst_ead
idea to Mr. Dave Tom, the Director Christianity into action. How this on Kuhlman sixth floor, and has a
by John LechJeiter
of by a single person,, as was ..the
of Housing, and, aft·er Tom's ~p- discernment is d~fined, remains as virt~al monopoly on the Appa·
News Staff Reporter
I n i'ts conception t wo years
- ago, case in 1971-72.
. lachia volunteers program.
··
Proval , were awarded the third another question. At any rate
floor wing above the Brockman G.L.A. represents an attempt to un· Beyond any factual description, the 4th Floor Kuhlman E"x· .The character on. the floor.has
lounge area. The present group of plement Christian values and to G.L.A. can only be described as perimental ·Living-Learning Com· thus become increasingly 11pon·
sophomores living on the wing ex· put them into the context of the ,unique. On only its first year, it munity represented a totally new taneous, and less formally &true·
presse_d their i~terest in doing so at spiri~ual and personal growth of seems to have transcen~ed much of outlook on dormitory living at Xa· tured. Although the community
that time, while the five freshmen the wing as a whole.
· the talk about community by trans- vier. For the first time men and shares no academic course per se in
residents were asked to join it dur- The activities of the community lating that talk into action. As one women were to be hou~ed on the common, it has hosted at various
ing the Manresa program.
have thus far been many and of the community pu it, "We have same floor. Moreover, the majority times in the course of the year, aca·
Although G.L.A has a wing rep· varies. At least one ~turgy is cele- our ~hare ofpro~!ems, but we're of those living on the floor were to demic presentations by. Dr. Roger
resentative, Steve Chinoransky, it brated weekly and different mem· working them out.
share in a common academic pur· Fortin, Dr. Ernest Fontana,.and
has no centralized student lead- bers of the wing are responsible for
suit, the nine hour "Revolt Again~.t Dr. Walter Clarke. Informal gather·
Formalism" course, consisting of ings of small groups of 4th floor
equal segments of history, philoso- residents are not uncommon,
phy, and biology. However, the whether it be for Sunday morning
true and uniquesness of the floor breakfast, skating parties, folk mu·
'came from the expressed desire of sic nights, birthday celebration, or
both those who originated it and Wednesday night liturgies..Occa·
those who later lived on it that the sionally, the floor meets as a whole
·
ti
db
. .. ·
.
.
4th floor residents share more than for planning or discussion of probby Mary Henkel
ve1~ promote Y the group. The admission of girls to one wmg of simply coexistence. The goal of the lems, or simply for dinner together
. .
planting of t~ees aro~nd H~~an the floor hav~ made a "definite im- 4th floor was community, that in~ at the Pied Piper or Breen Lodge.
Residents of Husman Hall's w.as one proJect which elicited provement" m the quality of Jife. tangible something which seeks to
·.
.
third tlool'. community comprise a ~despread support with the back· He points to the increase of social develo amon a rou of eo le In rmd~an~ the comm';'nl~Y
"fine example of what community mg of the third floor community. events while Judy Phillips feels I' · p 0. k' g gt / . p Pd opted for tndiVldual leadership m
living should.be" according to .Jack This was undert:aken initia_lly ·Un· that th~ present situation is simply s~~:~:.r :0~:~~r~ 1~ J,,~n:,i::tof pla~e of the Director's Groupe>and
Chher. Steenken was elected~ the
Solpa. Solpa is a freshman resident der the leadership of Fr. Tillman, more natural, observing that a this community th 4 thpfl
of the newly formed community the resident Jesuit in the boys' dorm always has a sense of comht t t . d ' t e 1 i . oor sole director. In the semester that
and ·representative of the boys; wing.
munity and that excessive segre- sdouf!
ods a~alno owtnhy bort acla· remains, Stenken wants to·strive
.
,
emic an soci gro
, u a so f 0 "th d
1 · · t f th ·
wu;1g tD the H~an ~all Council. Spontaneous rather than tightly gation of girl.a and boys within this for the personal growth and devel·
~
e ev~ opmen, ~
e c~n·
0
Such enthusiasm. i~ common structured group activities are im· framework 1s bad for them. She opment of each person within it.
:~::snels codi~munfityh,
an a
·
.r un erst~n ng 0 w at com·
among the commumty s members. portant to the third floor commu· says that the atmosphere is re·
Girls' Resident Assistant Judy ·nity. This congenial and coopera· laxed, and that friendship on the . Onl~ a skeleton oft.hose who mumty .really 18." He furthermore
first h ved on the floo.r last ye~r emph~i.zed the need f~r mort\ opPh1llips sees the third floor commu- tive attitude was cited by freshmen floor is "not a dating situation."
nity as "definitely" making pro- 88 a helpful £ea.turei'n th ·r d" t
H
.
D"
have returned as residents this portumties for academic and cul·
et a JUB ·
ousmg irector Dave Tom
Thi · •
·
't h
t
1
d th
d f th
gr~ss. "I~'s already at the high ment to campus life. The hospi· stays in contact with the commu· Ysuearb. u stlyear s comdmum Y.d as fluoroar torrboup, an
e nee orf the
pomt which we hoped for by the tality of the third flo 0 r
.
. ..
gu]
seq en Y assume a new 1 en·
ecome more aware o
e
.
,,
·
d d
. . .
. was ex· mty, VISJting re ar1y. Fr. Tillman tity and a new character The "Re- world beyond its walls Stenken
end of th e year..
·
ten e to visiting
high
school
'I\
dited
b
th
t
d
t
S'
hi
'
'
'
.
i ere
Y e s u en s ~or s volt Against Formalism" course feels that the past history of the·
!he formation o_f the Husman students one mg,ht, ~~.other ex· work to help third fl?Or commun.ity was not offered this year, although 4th floor community, is no criteria
third floor commumty ~or on.e year ample of the floors wilb~~.ess to develop.as ~ell as his efforts to un· it is tentatively scheduled for the lor success, and that thls year's
was.approved ~Y Housmg Director help. Formal ~lanned act1V1ties ~or prove ~Jf~ •i:t Husman .generally. fall, 1973 semester. Furthermore, residents, despite several problems
DaVId Tom chiefly through the. ef· the ~u~ which are un~er consid· Leadership is not lacking among leadership on the floor was until have taken quite a few positive
forts of Dave Noonan, Greg Wies- eration mclude decora~ion of the the stude!lts. Students. from H~- mid-January, assumed by a seven· steps in a new direction.
. .
·
·
· -ler, and George Crummey. One lounge area, a canoe trip, and Fr. man's third floor are 10volved 10
wing of boys and one of girls live Tillman's proposal .of a retreat for different areas of activity, and
MOTORIST IN.SURANCE COMPANIES
in this community where a relaxed community members. .
among them are leaders in both
and friendly atmosphere pre- Though residents of the third dorm and university life.
Auto/Motorcycle lnaurance
dominates.
floor beiieve that good times are Residents are optimistic about
Girls' Wing Representative necessary to break themonotony·of the continued developinent of comSpecial.rates for young drivers. Good Student/Drivers
Sherrie Lewis calls this group school life, they are considerate of munity life on Huaman'a third .
Training discounts. Monthly terms.
·
"really Christian," and observes each others' study needs. Fresh· floor. Moat feel that their efforts to
·
Phone
for
rates.
·
·
that an opportunity to form close man resident Annette Henry finds replace the loneliness often found
relationships tixista within the that life on the floor ir.clu.des time in dorm life with a more con1enial
living situation are proving sue·
community. Cloee ties are not lim- for work as well as fun.
MEISSNER/WESTRICH
.
.
ited among residents of the floor, Tony· Edelman, a community cessful. The hope to return to the·
~
3236 Harrison Ave.
though. Most haYe good frit>nds member who lived on t.he third third floor, and are enthusiastic
~
.
.
. . . ..
. 661-4426
outside the community, r~r"d unH,y floor last year thinks that the for· about the community's potential
within the entire dormitr.r;v it: ac- mati1:m of the community and the for further growth.

Jn1t1a
• •. J ·uccess
·· . .d am pened.
On Kuhlman 4th floor ..

Busman's third fl~or community
Label'ed. enthusiastic, progressive

•
'

-

-------------..--~-----------·----.
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Ceccato and ·Ber.off make symphony debuts
Special to the News
· ·
·
.
·
·
. ne~ September. The appomtment land, and South America. Recently, Pierre Sancan at the Paris Con- who presented the "Salomon Con. ;Con~uctor Aldo C~cato and p1~- fulf1Hi::d_ on~ of Ceccato's career he made two full-length recordings, servatory. After-graduation, Beroff certs" in competition with the "Prom.st ~ch?l Beroff ~di make th~1r goal~ -c the directorship of an !><>th .~th Beverly Sills, "La Trev- participated in mariy music festi- fessional" group. Haydn played
Cmcu~n~ti de?uts m concert wit? Amencan orchestra.
iata. for Angel Records and vals including the Divonne Jes along with this feud although he
tdhe CmdciSnnatidSymMphony on Fn- D.uring the current season he "Mana Stuarda" for ABC Records. Bains and Royan in France where th ugh.t •t II
•t f . ·h
d.
. .·
ay an atur ay, arch 2 and 3 h d b d .
. '
.
h
F'
p . ..
o
l a qui e oo1is an
8:30 PM, in Music Hall. Both as e ute ~th the Detroit S~- Like Ceccato, Michel Beroff has e wo!1 lr_8-~ -1'..!Ze_!!l the,~1iv1er wanted nothing more than a res-.
. phony and will guest conduct 10 become tremendously popular with Messiaen Piano Competition. In tful existence in England
Dall
U · ed S
.
.
1968 h
d h' Lo d d b
·
youn gmen h ave h a d enormous 1m- A 1
paCt as guest artists with the major Ft ant~,
ad New Orleans, ~an
ta~s audienc?s m a very 'tal' tQma e ~~·
~n H:11ut r~
orchestras in this country, winning ~Utn~~sc~ any a ~o;~~wheek sti~t ~ brtt ti.me e ~ade his ~erican Cl
I!... T.!J,een d .!za t f th .ant Another work by Haydn will dis. praise from critics, musicians, and WI
.e
ew or
i armomc. Ne u y1n_k pctho"lher 1972. with the ~as .;cc arti11!1ets fo~e o
etiou ,; p1~Y Mr. B_eroffs talents. The Conaudienceswh r ver th
,
· . . · .
ew or
1 armon1c, Pierre s an ng a s o s genera on. certo for Piano and Orchestra in D
. ey appear.. · Aldo Ceccato s meteonc ~eer m Boulez conducting. Of Beroff's per- In 1971, he undertook two major or- Major is probably the best known
.
. e~
Smee his Umt~ States de~ut m the. U.S: was Prec;eded by sohd sue- formance of the Bartok Piano Con- chestral tours of Germany, Switzer- of Haydn's few keyboard concertos.
Nov~mber 1969 with the Chicago cesses 1.n o~eratic and orches~al ".!~o No. 2, New York Times critic land, Austria, and London. His Originally composed for harpsiLyr1c Opera, Ceccato has guest conducting!° Europe.. He s~udie~ Harold Schonberg said, MMMr. first tour was with the BBC Or-chord and small orchestra, the
co~du~ted the Boston Symphony, at the. V.erd1 Conse.rvatory m M1- Beroff tackled this Wrist-breaker of chestra under Pierre Boulez; the work was publi.shed in 1784.
·
Chicago Symphony, Cl~veland C?r· I an, in Ho 11 and'. a !1 d at t.h e a work with complete aplomb .. . second with the Orchestra de Paris
chestra, New York Philharmonic, Academy of Music .in Berhn. Percussive as the writing is Mr under Seiji Ozawa.
The concert closes with
Minnesota Orchestra, Philadelphia Shortly after completing his stud- Beroff managed to maintain ~ood .
.
Tchaikovsky's Second Symphony,
Orchestra, Los Angeles Philhar- ies, Cecc.ato gained prominence for piano tone throughout and that To open the Marc~ 2 and 3 con- called the "Little Russian" because
.monic, and the. Pittsburgh Sym- his ~onducting engagements in the' alone We!! an accomplisbment. He a:rts! Mr..Ceccato will ~onduct t~e its p~incip~l. t.hemes are of Malo·
phony. In May 1972, he was named leadin_g orchestra.and opera houses also had the technique to keep his ~~~cin~ati SymphonY. in Haydn s Russian ongm. Although the sue·
Principal Conductor of the Detroit of Italy, then began touring articulation perfectly clear and the . 1 orua ~oncertante m B-flat Ma- cess of this work at its initial perSymphony Orchestra, effective throughout Gennany, France, Eng- rhythm to keep the con~erto in JO~. ~oloists for the work are all ~ormance in 1873 was so great that
fl uen t mo t•ion, an d th e mus1. tpnnc1pal.
players from the
Orchesit was repeated "by general
.
.
· 1·m;
Roy request"
h' t · · h
t th
ra.. s·igmun d Eff.ron, vio
Tchaikovsky was never
.
c1ans 1p o co ere o e genera 1 Chri t
11 . De · Lar ·
'
- - --'
ensemble. All this was most im- b ~ ensdeno, tcte OE,"ff ntmsb
son, ~atisfied with the original version
o oe, an
o l er , assoon. and extensively rewrote sections of
. . ,, .
press1v~.
This unique sinfonia was an imme- it later in his.career
Berof~began piano studiesatthe diate hit when it was first per_
·
·
Conservatory of Music in Nancy, formed in London in 1792, a time of . Tickets, $3 to $7, are available.
'!Godspell'', the internationally would be fine. The ways· things are France at the age of nien, winning turbulence on the London music for the March 2 and 3 performacclaimed musical adaptation of now, though, it certainly is neces- a First Prize and a ''Prix scene. A group called "Professional ances at the Symphony Box.Office
the Gospel of St. Matthew, opens at sary to have buffers like Christian- d'excellence." The eminent com- Concerts" ha~ set up a rivalry be- in Baldwin's, 29 West Fourth
the Shubert Theatre for two weeks ity. To me, Jesus is a metaphor, but poser Olivier Messiaen urged Ber- tween .Haydn and his pupil Ji>leyel. Street, Phone 381-2660. Tickets
on Monday evening, March 19th.. also a manifestation of.needs and off to join the classes of the re- Haydn continued to work for his may also be purchased at the door
P erfo rma n c e time M On day feelings people have deep within nowned French piano pedagogue promoter-impresario J.P. Salomon on the evenings of the concerts.
through· Saturday evening at 8:30 themselves."
.
P.M. Matinees on Wednesday and Only during the last sequences of
Saturday at 2:00 P.M.
the production does the Passion
Conceived and directed by John- and Crucifixion.enter into this spirMicbael Tebelak with an original ited production, for Mr. Tebelak
score by Stephen Schwartz, "God- has· drawn from the spirit o f C h r i s t 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - spell" is produced by Edgar Lan- and his teachings rather than from
sbury, Stuart Duncan and Joseph the Bible in its. literal sense.
Berub; The national touring com- Judaism Zen Baba _ all religions The Joseph L Mankiewicz film game theory as a technique to facil- pulchral laugh, move jerkily Within
pany is directed by Nina Faso.
profoundty i~tluence the presenta- of Ant~o~y Shaffer's bro~dway hit itate c~~acter revelation) is on~y the confines of Wyke's cluttered
How and why did ten young tion which is at its heart an at· Sleuth !8 Just about as enJoyabl': as superf1c1a~. The ~eadly games m gothic study, creating an atmospeople gather their talents to ap- tempt to create a new mass· for to- a?Y shck, th~roughly superficial, ~e'!'th d~n t proVIde any complex phere that can only be described as
pear first at Ellen Stewart's La- ·day.
p1ce of ent~rtamment can be, and, insight~ i~to the characters of the one of portentous triviality.
'Mama' Theatre in New York's East "Godspell", which is the 'archaic for t~ose hke my~elf. who have a t~o ~nnciples; what they d? pro- Joseph Mankiewicz's direction is
Village, then open at the off-Broad- fonn of the word gospel, attempts passion fo~ theati:icality, that can VId? is.8 1!1arvelous opportunity for generally intelligent and suspenseway Cherry Lane in May, 1971, to envelope its audience with. its be very enJoyable mdeed.
a histnoruc tour de force.
ful, without ever being particularly
and ·finally at the Promenade message of joy, communication The plot itself is not particularly Lawrence Oliver and Michael impressive. Mankiewicz realizes
where it still prospers? In the last and renewal. "Godspell" is in es- remarkable, but its twists and Caine take complete advantage of the possibilities for creating an atturns remain continually inter- this opportunity, and it is the mosphere that are given by the mefew years, the peace and love ethos sence Eucharistic Theatre.
of the hippie experience after going · s·
•t
.
. N
y k eating, due to Shaffer's proficiency power and style of their perform- chanical toys; he is continually cutince lt s opening in ew
or at dramati"csl"1ght of h an d. Sleuth ances t h at, ahove all th e oth er na- tmg
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.
through violent,
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"GOD
to c Iose-ups of them. But I
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changes, has evolved with a ne.'i ;;~u
year.::i ~g';,i Yo k- may be nothing but a conjurer's tures of the film, makes Sleuth think he overdoes it just a little; he
1
incarnation: the age of reawakened. Lo A · as ~~
;, ~gt r 'tricks, but those tricks always seem such a pleasure to watch. Shaffer's· often focuses his camera on a me0
1
spirituality. Humanism, for the ~ s :ge~ s
das p ~n, to come off, and that's all one dialogue is extremely witty, and chanical doll just at the point
first time in a great while seems in- Horo~ 0 • · S ~o,
~~b ans, really has the right to expect from Olivier and Caine deliver it with a where it would be most useful to
adequate; survival in an unreal .Thamfiulrg, y. ey fanth e ?urnal~· a magician whose only purpose is rapidity ·that positively makes the get a glimpse of the actor's face. In
e m vermon o
e music is
·
~
th ·
-·
- .. ...
·- and unresponsive world requires
b .
fil d
r t' . to present 1·11us1ons
~or
e1r own
'"""
more than naked faith in human Nnow yemkg "thme ont dr1ca lOfrn lD sakes. Three times, while I was ____
-.
J ames ew. or WI
awn
om
. •ta t ed
.
d wat ching Sleuth, I became irn
nature. As smger/composer
t' a cas
Taylor expressed recently, "In a .eu- frvariotuhs n~ l~nala1Ncomypankies atn at what I thought were inconsist. soc1e
. t y, ex1s
. t en t•ia l'ism om e ongm
ew or cas . encies
. of ch aracter an d pre dict a ble,
p h oric
·
hackneyed tuns of plot, and each of
those three times I was entirely in
the wrong; Shaffer fooled me completely. I suppose I am to blame for \..
~
underestimating Shaffer so readily, head spin. Oliver's acting is par- addition, such excessive use of
but I've see~ so ~any thriller~ in ticularly vital and mercurial; he montage destroys the spatial unity,
recent ~ears in which the surpnses uses an astonishing number of ac- the relationship between the acand. thrills have OOt:n s~ comp~etely cents in the film (from the pipe of a tor's bodies, that provides much of
arb!tra~y, so.Iac~mg.m ratrn~al silly, senile spinster, to the nasal the tension in_a dramatic conflict.
··
motivation or Justification that I ve whine of a broadway tough to the All · all Sl h ·
grown to expect such insults to my
'
.
m
• eut is an excrtmg,
intelligence. After films such as dr~~~ o~ allWestef:' torgh) t~ proJ- enj?yable film. It is actor's c~nema
these, Sleuth is a real pleasure, a etc
fe Ao dow, .c Warnke eonM~ haracl- at it~ best. If you go ~o movies ex. Shaf . er o
n rew Y e. ic ae elusively for entertamment you
fr
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h
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b bl fi d
fil th' '
true reat of es rur.
fer is Caine surprisingly enough is in ·u
completely honest with his au- no w~y overshadowed by Olivier· wi.tpro a Y di? no Slm /1s year
·
·
't
be
•
qw
e
as
rewar
ng
as
eut i.
di ence, !pVIng l s me~ rs a more he, too, shows himself remarkably
th~n fair chance to f1J!ure every- adept at dialect, and gives to his
WORLD-FAMOUS BACH
ghing out, and yet he still manages characterization of Milo a vicious- ·ARIA GROUP TO APPEAR
to su~prise and delight. Such re· ness that is truly horrifying in its
IN MUSIC HALI..
spon~1ble cleverness s?ould ne~e~ animality. Since Olivier and
MARCH 7, 1973
~e disparaged: a genwne Houdim Caine's performances are ~ocally
is always more valuable than a as well as visually expressed, it is The wor~d-famous .BACH. Af-'.1~
bogus Nostradamus.
regrettable that the sound record- GROUP will appear .m Music hau
The characterizations are belie- ing, particularly in the inftial out- for a rar~ appearance 01~•.Wednc.1:·
vable and consistent, although door sequence, is often harsh and day evemng, March 7, 19 tB at 8:lJJ
· rather one dimensional. Andrew frequently muddy. Almost all the p.m.
Wyke (Lawrence Olivier), aging dialogue is intelligible, but it is of- - - - - - - " - - - - - - member of the landed gentry, and ten necessary to ccmcentrate to
Edgecliff College
. -author of genteel detective novels a make it so.
presents
la Dorothy L. Sayers, is a bigoted · The set decor, by John Jarvis, is
snob,
obsessed
with
"playing
the
deserving
of
special
recognition.
In
For Group lales Phone 2• I 0703 .
game," being a gentleman; Milo order tO reflect Andrew Wyke's obTHE EMPIRE
MAIL ORDERS NOW!·
Tindle (Michael Caine), a cockney session with games and game-playBUILDERS
.. ·w,
I
hardresser of Italian descent, in ing, Jarvis has colle<ited an' asto·· P.11 · 11•
11.11, ....,12.11
love with Andrew's wife; wishes to nishing array of bizarre board
comic and terrlfying
It.II
" " "... IUI
maintain his tenuous hold·on eco- games and curious fin de siecle
II.II
11•
IUl,U
contemporary
theatre
nomic respectability. Both are automata. A pert little porcelain
fairly
obvious
types.
Consequently,
miss
at
a
piano,
a
commedia
dell'
Enclose check and sell·addressed stlll!P~Onvelope for return of.tlck'ets: -- ·
the resemblance Sleuth bears to arte acrobat on a bar, a drinking
March 1' 2,3 ~· 8 p.m.
Virginici Woolf and Boys in the bear, and a particularly obnoxious. $1.50 ID
961-4570
THEATRE \7th & WALNUT
Cinti, Ohio
241-1230
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The Xavier Newli is published weekly during
the school year except during vacation and exam·
ination perioda by Xavier University, Hamilton
County, EvanstOn, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. Sf;.00
per year. Entered as aecond clB88 matter October 4,
1946 at the Post Office of Cincinnati, Ohio under
the Act of .March 3, 1879. Letters should be
addreesed to the Editor and mailed to the News
in care of the Xavier University Center.

·An Open Letter to the. P_resident of Xavier
tional crisis which threatens all Catholic in·
Dear Fr. Mulligan:
stitutions of highet learning in this nation.
No doubt, by now you are as sick of
But, if the expression · educational cri~is in·
readin'g these editorials as I am of writing
them. Unfortunately, my responsibility as spires only visions of financial difficulties to
manag!ng editor of the Xavier News contin· the Jesuit administrator, he should retire. If
ues for seven more issues. The future extent the· Jesuit administrators do not strive the
of your responsibility as President of our uni· ' achieve the intellectual quality and dynamic
versify remains indefinite~ But time does not leadership that Ignatius intended for all ef·
guarantee the realization of ideals, nor forts of the oder which he founded, they
good inten~ions success. I have not and should begin..
Often, we hear that university admission
never
question either your priorities for
this university or your good ·will, Father. I offices approach · applying students as if
only wonder if one of your many virtues has they were shoppers. Indeed, t'1ey may be,
not become a vice in the present circum· but overemphasis of such an attitude implies
stances facing an American Jesuit university. all the shortcomings in present truth that
Fr. Mulligan, your admirers have included · Madison Avenue has been quilty of, and, as
among your personal qualities those of tact· yet, there exists no F.C.C. to censure aca·
fulness and a basic respect for the opinions demic lies. If Xavier is simply seeking to soft·
of others. I agree. These attributes merely soap· whatever portion of the high · school
indicate. the social expressions of your un· market is necessary for its own fiscal solve~
derlying charity. Unhappily, however, they . ncy, it has ceased to deserve any praise that
may also be misinterpeted as signs of simple its founding ideals could once claim and has
confusion and subsequent cowardice in ac· joined in the competition of state super-uni·
tion. Tact serves society as a sedative in con· versities to accommodate every tax-payer's
frontations and as a preservative of the son and to attract as many tuitions as pos· ·
status quo. When all is well in the state of sible with superficial sales' grimmicks. This
the university, tact provides a proper and competition, if continued, would completely
necessary tool for the administration. Bu~ destroy Xavier's intellectual integrity. Al·
tad is not the proper procedure in times of though the destruction is not yet complete,
crisis; in fact, it simply soothes the conscience cracks in the foundation have already be·
come apparent.
as it excuses sins of omission.
The only hope for preservation and re·
Everyday, it becomes clearer that the
American Jesuit university faces the educa· vitalization of the Jesuit educational ideals

will

(EDITORIAL)

is dynamic leadership on the part of its ad·
ministrators. They should .to it, because that·
is ·what they are paid for. They must do it,
because some sort of anesthsia has paral·
·yzed America's student population· at large.
Apparently, their eriergy in the Sixties burnt
itself out. In any event, would be student
generals can effect little or nothing without
their armies. So, Fr. Mulligan, there is no ·
real need to worry whenever the Xavier
News points 01,1t to our student body some of
the more blatant insults to their academic in·
tegrity; they do not feel such pain and will
not respond. I am always mildly amused
that the Student Affairs Office can toke any
cheap shots which may appear in bold print
so seriously; it would take such a major issue
as enforcement of the state liquor laws to
arouse a unified complaint or riot.
Fr. Mulligan, the job of correction, not
merely preservation, at Xavier is yours; the
responsibility is yours; so too m!Jch be the
motivation. It should by now be. clear that
you alone are the principle hope of those
who even care. Among students, those who
care can only complain and their complaints
grow tedious with repetition. You, Fr. Mulli·
gan, not this or that committee, not some
para-administration in the University Center
not even a delegate of the authority we
await to be exercised, alone can do some·
thing, and·you must.
-B.Q.,

Pleased an·d Not-So-Pleased Comment on Editorials
Editor:
I originally intended this letter as a reply to Mr.
Quinn's last editorial "When in Doubt, Pass". But after
wading through the first 117 words, all of which con·
stitute the first sentence, I became convinced that a com·
ment on his inimitable style was more appropriate.
It is my impression thot the Xavier News has been of·
ficiolly designated the campus newspaper - not its lit·
erary magazine. It is also my impression that the edito·
rial page of a true newspaper should be one devoted
to the straight forward, logical opinions of that news·
paper - not "cute" personal ramblings. Whether these
opinions consist of criticism, comment, or praise, they
should be concise, informative, and stimulating. At best,
Mr. Quinn's thinly disquised "editorials" are nothing
more than personal columns. let's call a spade a spade
and get it off the editorial page. I'm sure your literary
flights of fancy ("Pleonasms and tautQlogy too") tickle
the innards of every English professor on campus, but
I'm ·not sure they do much more than that.

Editor:
Editor
I have just read an article on Drug Education by
Mr. B.Q.'s editorial, "The Tyranny of the Viable" (Feb·
D.C.K. and I find it full of misnowers. The author of the
ruary
7th issue of the Xa~ier News) was truly brilliant. It
article trys to tell us the practices of the "pusher" but it
explained
in a reasoned, calm voice the deep sense of
is. evident that he doesn't know what he's talking about.
emotional outrage and fear that we all must share con·
Feel safe, the grass at Xavier will not get you hooked. cerning the ~ecerit Supreme Court decision on abortion.
Hard drugs, other than psychodelics, seldom come to
The only valid criticism (of his editorial) that can be
Xavier. Most dealers at Xavier are just trying to get a
made
is that how tragically unfortunate it· was that he
little free grass; you don't sell them your soul.
· had to write it.
Drug education begins at home. Many people are
compeled to talk on subjects they know nothing about. Bob Heleringer
I'm not trying to get business for the dealers at Xavier,
but .let's set the record straight. There is so much
and propaganda at Xavier that I feel sick.
b
Ccilland Thomas Downey
Editor
America
New York, N. Y.

Sincerest Gratitude

.Editor:
On behalf of myself and my family, I wish to extend
Being the only campus newspaper, the Xavier News
I thought it more than a little ironic that I found the my sincerest gratitude and appreciation. to all who of·
bears a responsibility· to the Xavier community. The con· editorial comment of the student newspaper of my a.Ima fered their help and consolation during my recent ill·
fused and deadening situation on campus cries out for mater, Xavier University, considerably more germane ness.. The. care and consideration I received during my
clear, critical thought and discussion. Thus far, however, with respect to the recent Supreme Court abortion deci· 36 day stay in the hospital - and continuing even no~
- including visits, cards, blood donations and other ac·
'the News' ambiguous ·and vague editorials have all but sion than the corresponding comment in America.
tive forms of help, were really astonishing and I lack
turned off the vast majority of the Xavier community. ·
Perhaps, Cincinnati is not as sophisticated as New
words to express my sincere thanks for all this. Never·
last I become too abstract: "you're not getting through, York? Perhaps, Editor Quinn is not as sophisticated as
theless, I wish to take at least this opportunity to thank
Bill."
the editorial staff of America?
all the Jesuits, teachers, Mrs. McGrath and other Health
Perhaps the Xavier News could restate its position on
As dean of a Jesuit College, I am more than a little
Center Staff, my fellow students and many other friends
the vital issue of Pass-Fail in a clear, concise style. Only pleased that our students exhibit more common sense
.
for their charity on my behalf.
then can effective discussion and change occur at Xa· and more common humanity than their elders.
May Allah bless and reward all of you.
vier.
Sincerely yours,
With sincerest gratitude,
-Pete Corrigan William J. Parente, PhD, '61 ·
Vamba Kanneh
Dear Editor:
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A Word Concerning Misconceptions
Editor:
My form of a response to the. recent article on the decline of SVS is the. following appeal. first, I would like to
share a letter received by a volunteer and secondly, a
word concerning a misconception many of us have
about SVS:

does, I just want to fell ya ihat I love ya lor showii:i me
why I should just live - you know what kind of living I'm
tallcin about. Someh-oWl·'ihlilk-Tcould be the man you
kind of are HAI or rather the one you showed me.
Later majic,
P.S. :rhanlcs for the birthday gift, I'll wear it always.
Everyone needs a pattern, guide, counselor, helper,
Dear
Today is the filth day I've been working on my or companion to show him what kind of path to tread in
recently started job. Even though I'm nineteen I've been · this complex, sometimes huge and lonely world. A void
able to hold a job this long. I think I understand why of friendship and guidance can have a profound effed
now - took me long enoughi I never had a real reason on their behavior· - maybe resulting in serious behavbefore to make money for _myself - i'm not sure but I ioral problems expressed in unhappiness, isolation in an
don't think I even gave a damn enough abouf·myself to institution, maladjustment, difficulty with the law, and a
buy mysell clothes. Seems pretty stupid now. I kind of lack of faith in j>eople and the world he knows. SVS is
see how I messed up. You know I kind al got what I run by people who appreciate the influence they can
wonted by just pushin some kids around and having have in shaping the life of someone trying to find his
-some access to some pills. So many kids got scared ~I way; people who are aware that the good examples
me that kids were even starting fo ask me for protec- engendered in youth are those that remain throughout
fion. This went so much to my head that i just tried to do life, and out of w~ich, spiritual, economic and social
· what they thought I should be doin. I think· you under- patterns of people's future are built; people who do 5ee
stand what I mean, seein what I've done. It went so far I the poverty of mind, body and spirit all around them
really had no trouble for covering up for anything that I and do want to do something about it.
did·-.wrong - as you know. I finally s.ee now that the
Any responsible and. mature mon or woman, w~o is
·problems I had with my son ond ~amity and all those · stirred by the knowledge that his free time may be used
who' said they wonted to be may friend come because. 1 to help set the unfortunate· on the 'right road' of life,
didn't think anyone could forgiv•, ye~ alone love this please drop .your name, interest, and where we can
can.
reach you in the box at the grill or at the information
And plus you know all the .real crap I did run info desk, or call 841-9409 ond ask for Ed. We are not try·
plus alot of people really did lake bein my friend. You ing to look for numbers of people - we would rather
know· I'm reall~ no slob and all I want to say is thank have only a few that want to become a freind with
you for showing me that I'm worth while. II I never see someone who needs a friend; Again, some people
you agai~ I know that won't happen but _just SOY. ii ifs really do need your help so that they can help them·

selves . . • but if you do not understand the seriousness
that such an interpersonal committment demands stay away. Thanks~
Duane A. Drotar

Quiz is Misleading
Dear Editor:
The February 14, 1973, issue of the Xavier News contained a multiple-choice drug test. Such a test can be
misleading. Someone answering all the questions correctly still has said nothing about his feelings and atti·
tudes.
Enclosed is a series of five questions designed ·to in·
volve the reader emotionally. They are guaranteed to
elicit enough discussion to fill conversational lags in a
coffee break, cocktail party, or smoke break.

1. How ~o you define the term drug abuse?
2. What are the underlying reasons for the misuse of
drugs?
3.ls the "Drug Problem" the problem of only those on
drugs, or all of s0ciety or a combination of both? Jus·
tify your answer.

4. What would you say to a friend, son or daughter ·
whom you hear is on drugs?
5:What do you think should be done about the "drug
problem?"
Sincerely,
Robert E. Wubbolding Ed. D.
Assistant Professor
Guidance Department

Common Sense
. wish to join a union? Will they be
k · d
d l
Chavez's organization operates ~owed to wor. m epen ent y ~r
There's a demagogue alive and with the smoothness of a Mercedes, ~ll ~ sud~en discrepancy ?n the~r
looee.on the· American scene today
imm1grat1on form result in their
. ?
and· his name is not Malcolm X or the efficiency of the latest IBM subsequent deportation
·
. .
computer, and the effectiveness of
George Wallace. He goes by the
G
d bl'
H'
(E) Th
l rful
,,.._ d pict
a Billy raham me ia itz. is
e co 0
poa..,.,s e
•
nom de' plume of Cesar Chavez, Kennedyeeque f ront people - wit
· h ing
· the gruesome child labor are ef·
which is the most appropriate mysterious on.Spanish names like fective, but the real culprits (if that
name since Bloody Mary.
. Schulte and Sandman - are quite be what ~hey are) are their parents
All certified demagogues must thorough, appeasing restless au- or the children themselves. Adoleehave a cause, of course~ and Ce· diencee in lieu of the often-tardy cents, say from 12-16, often want to
sar's got a dandy. Ever since Stein· Chavez. Ed McMahon an~ Don work and who are w~ to stop them?
. beck produced the Grapes of Wrath Par~o wo!'1d be prou.~ of their pr?" ~F) The boycott 1e supposedly
some 40 years ago, there has been· fese1on.al warm-ups. Nor does ~a being dema~de~ ~ecause o~ !'Ilea special place in the American campaign suffer for want ofpubbc- gedly squahd hvmg cond1tlons
heart for the lowly, unfortunate, ity.
among farm workers. These
and impoverished agricultural The Xavier News dutifully pro- charges are largely fallacious as
workers and their equally pitiful moted the cause with a melodra- evidenced by surveys taken in Defamiliee. Their lives are usually matic editorial. Indeed, he received lano, California in 1969 during the
dismal and, until recently, quite a good deal of ink_ if not in the grape strike.
Enquirer - at least here. Thie is (G) The wages, which are conanonymous affairs.
N ow, with the absence of the ~holly understandable, if not forgi- etantly depicted as slave-like, are
headline-hogging Indochinese war, vable, for the nation's universities fairly consistent with national avtheir plight has become an over· are Chavez's breeding grounds, hie erages and indexes. Their average
night, first-rate cause celebre. This R & R centers. The utter naivete annual income of $2200 is not so
nation's healthy contingent of per- that marked the collegiate uprising picayune a rate for seasonal labor.
h r· What
ipatetic iconoclasts, a division of against the commitment in Viet- (H) Th· ti alb
h
'd
d th X .
b
'l
·1 ed
e n
one-crue e .
": om rehe1 e ar~dun tl ed a~er teend· namhi~as een e881eediY~e-tm..or.. t~ has Cesar and his flotsam and jett t a new, succ
ng cne1s;
11 ti
f alot achi'eved
virone, as evi en y es1gna
.
t f"ll th
·
'd
.
., . b
.
eom co ec on o ze
s
th1s
cause o 1
e gapmg vo1 concermng a ,ew o eervations:
for their constituents? What?
left ~Y the now-~uperfluous efforts (A) Chavez promises nothing WHAT? The silence on this point is
agamst the Vietnam war. For (except intermittent over-drama- d afl . g .
awhile it appeared that amnesty . d
h d" t ) 'd h
d th e emn ·
uld b h B' . b thi .
t1ze eras ie a an e an
e That my faithful is the crux of
wo
~t et 'f:1e u~ ·~~e unions get everything, i.e., a hefty the whole problem· 'the answers to
-1 acco~ ng o hoe sacr
ul..
. percentage of their wages;
. which are convenlently forgotten
up - 1s now a ut as pop ar as
.
diarrhea. (For the time being, I . (B) C:havez does NOT enJOY over- i~ the barrage of propaganda and
suppose the amnesty issue has whelmmg support am?n~ th~ work- slickly-produced performa?cee. ~e
been mercifully deposited in the "to ere. He has a bare maJonty, if that. sport of lettuce·boycottmg, hke
be continued" file)
As recently as 1970, hie view was a chess and hot combs, seems to be
·
strictly minority opinion - the ma- the current rage. Before we all dive
But, anyway, Cesar's impressive jority of workers being of the belief head·fi'i'et in the deep end, I cor·
· road show came fo town last week
bl
that low wages were prefera e to dially suggest that we cautiously
and the repercussions were as pre- low wages plus union stran· examine this bandwagon, its my·
'riad of drivers, and the directions
dictable as a John Wayne movie. gulation.
At Xavier, the dorms were in.
undated with vivid posters deer· (C) A great niimber of the work· in which its rolling. If the condiying the lurid evils of the lettuce ere now oppose a union because tione are as abject as Cesar & Co.
growers and bearing angelic liken· they justifiably fear that it would would have us believe, then I would
esses of the beknighted Cesar him· severely curtail their working certainly endorse.a boycott.
self. (I spent several hours of my hours and therefore their earning But the objective of such a boy·
own time last week spreading power.
cott should not be thedeification of
newspapers under the flock of (0) What provisions are being a Chicano Huey Long or the mere
black eaales that adorn the dorm made for those workers who do not recognition of another monopoliswalls.)

HAIL CESARI

5

r:r

tic union. Rather, its sole purpose clergy (and particularly the Cathoshould be to coerce the growers into lie clergy) has found a new Crucutting the workers in for a larger sade to pursue in the plight of the
slice of the pie (thronah bonuses, farm workers. One of their memetc.). It has not been successfully hers, a certain Rev. John Banks, is.
proven that the unions can do this. to lecture our highly impreBSioIn any event, the "middle man" nable Stu.dent Seante on the 'al(the unions) - when not needed, leged ments of the current lettuce
should always be eliminated. If war. I sincerely hope hie address
these conditions are met, a lettuce includes some intelligent consid(or kumquat for that· matter) boy- erations of the questions I (and othcott would enjoy my unflagging ere) have raised and that tJie Sensupport.
ate will vote accordingly on their
Finall : With the bleued demise proposed endorsement of the boy.
of the !averick Berrigan&, ·tJie'. cott.

No Offense .;Equals 3.;20.'!

(News photo by S. Kunath)

Women's Basketball Coach Tony Brueneman gives "his girls a
few words of advice during a time out in the Deaconess-Xavier
game last week.
·
FINAL SCORE: XAVIER 36 - DEACONESS 19
SEASON RECORD: 2·0
After an early 2~0 lead Deaconess found it hard to move the ball
against Xavier's full <;our~ press and 1-3-1 zone defense. Hitting at an
even 40% clip in the opening 16 minutes Xavier ran off 16 straight
points as all team members appeared in the half. Xavier led at half
time 26-6.
. The girls only remaining home game will be on Thursday March 8th
at. 7:30 pm when Cincinnati Bible College will furnish the opposition.
Next season the current six game schedule will be expanded to 10-12
games as the team will count seniors among its members for the first
time. Currently the team is made up of 3 Juniors, 3 Sophomores and 6
Freshman.
""I

by Rick Sadowski
News Sports Reporter
·
·
.
.
The' varsity basketball team lost than the Muskies and that was the ·man-to-man defense and were fe>rctwice during the past week despite difference.
ing the Musketeers to take· bad
giving up just 110 points in con- XU hit on only 5-of-12 free· shots. XU played very sloppily.
tests to Miami and Air Force.
throws in the first half which cer- ·Xavier closed to within two, 31That should Jl\ean the Muske- tainly was a contributing factor.
29, at the start of the second half
.~rs ~layed well defensively. And Warren had l2 points and 16 but got no closer the rest of t~e
if thats true, there must be some- rebounds to pace the Xavier attack. way. The team scored an unbebething wrong with the offense._ .. _ . Bob Fullarton had a game-high 15 v~ble 14 points through the first 19
There is. XU managed to score tallies.
.
minutes and 20 seconds of the sec..: t s m
· th. ~se t wo games . Following
·
·
b u.t 99 po,n.
the UC defeat,
the .ond half
. '
.
while shootmg a pitiful 34.8% from Muskies travelled to Colorado Conny Warren agam led the way
the field. Muskie shooters fired Springs to meet the Air Force with 14 points and 15 rebounds. No
·
other player on the team scored in
away 118 times and connected.on Academy.
only 41 oft.hem.
..
The Falcons, now 12 10 whose double-figures or had more than
· ' such fivve rebounds despite their supe,M~anwhil e, th e opposition ~as best games had come against
h1ttmg the nets 44% of the time competition as Texas Tech and Tu· rior height advantage.
with 44 field goals in 99 attempts. lane led from the start and won Jim Eken, just 6-feet and 3In other woz:ds, opponents had handily 56-46.
inches tall, scored 20 points and
scored six more points despite get·
· '
·
grabbed 11 rebounds. Tom Blase
ting 19 fewer shots at the basket!
Both teams play a co~trol-type of tallied 13 points while Mark EngleHad Xavier shot better against oftilense a~d thbatt'tslwhy it was such bretson chipped in with 10.
a ow-sconng a e.
Miami, they would have undoubt..
The loss was the 10th straight
edly won the game. The Muskies .Xavier out-~ebounde.d the Fal· for the Muskies and the season
missed 40 out of 61 from the field. cons ~y the shm margm of 39-35 record is now 3-201 the worst in ma.
de s p 1 t e th e fa c t t h a t W a It ·
II
b k ball
·
Hampton • who
p ekarsky,· a t 6-6 th e tall est mem ber JOr co ege as et
.
. led the Red·
.
· Rich
skms with. 13 pomts. and e1~ht ofthe.AFA squad, did not play.
MUSKIE MEM~~: XU must _win
rebounds, hit a 10·foot Jumper with Th M k" d'd
h
h ·two of the remammg three games
16 seconds to play to pin a heart· · e .. us ies 1 out-s oot t e to avoid becoming the worst team
breaking 54-53 defeat on the XU ca- Coloradians 57-43 but both te!"ms in Xavier history. In '6!J.70, the ca·
gers back on February 19th at Mil· haj t~; same number of field gers finished at 5-20 ... Tonight's
go s, ·
game with Duquesne is the home
lett Hall in Oxford.
The Musketeers who at one XU was having its problems in a finale. The Dukes are led by 6-9 J'..i•
point were dow~ 10-0' had first half that saw Air Force jum~. onel "Big Train" Billingy . ; .
scratched and clawed their way out to leads of 8-2 •. 22-10, and ft· Conny Warren has scored 47 points
back until they trailed. by only nally, 31-26 by halftime.
and picked off 41 rebounds in the
three with about a minute· to go in The Falcons were playing a tight last three games.
the game. The visitors then went.
on to score five straight points

Ski Club places

: = X A V I E R NEWs----~within4oseconds.
With Miami up, 52-49, Redskin
freshman Warren Dorsey missed The X.U. Ski Club placed second the slalom competition, Callahan
the first of a one-and-one free out of sixteen teams in the Gore was disqualified for missing a gate-.
throw chance and XU's Conny Mountain District Meet, held in up- but Scherer and Kelley managed to
Warren picked off the rebound.
state New York .February 16-19. pull up with a third and fourth re:·
111i..
~
The Muskies went down court Schools from Vennont, Massachu- spectively.
" " " " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' and missed two shots before Steve setts, New Hampshire, New Yor~, In a new style of competition, our
Penhorwood tipped one in to cut New Jersey, and Pennsylvama Muskies finished third in a relay
the margin to one.
· .
participated in the meet. .
type race. In this competition four.
·
.
;
.
.
· .
· By this time Xavier was pressing Xa~~r finished an amazing ~d r~ce!s from the same ~e~ race in~the Miami ballhandlers in the surpnsmg second place outsconng d1v1dually and thetr hmes are
backcourt· Penhorwood stole the aa strong Vermont team by twelve: added together. The team consisted
ball from ~ard Phil Lumpkin and points. Out of a possible score of of Mike Reynolds, Terry O'Malley,
then put up a shot that bounced off three-hundred our Muskies ·scored Bill Scherer, and Sean Callahan.
by Rick Sadowski
gutsy forward scored 21 points and the rim.
.
eighty-nine. Boston University fin· In the Hot Dog or Free Style
had 10 rebounds.
B t th
h ti"
w
ished first with an amazing 112. ·Competition Earl Toomey received
u
e ever· us mg arren
. ·.
.
.
·
'
. ·
.
It seems that no matter how well
Xavier plays there can be only one Sophomore Gary Diedrick tallied tipped it home to put the underdogs Although Cmcmnati gets bttle or. an honorable mention due to his
final result_ another defeat.
19, his career high, while Bob Bull· in front, 53-52. The Muskies were no snow, many of the Xavier Ski excellent perfonnance but was not
· bed · h
d just 20 seconds away from record· Club members are from northerJ! awarded any points because he lost
ti ms
wit Accetta
10 pointsalso
an ing their fourth victory of the·sea· s t at es and race regul ar1y. I n di Vl"d• . both h"is poIes and oneski .
Th a t ' s wh ~ t h appe~e.d Ias.t arton
caroms.
Pete
11
Wednesday mght at Cmcmnati. la ed well netti
ual honors go to Sean Callahan, Had there been a snow queen
10 with 7 son.
Gardens when the Musketeers met pi: d
'
ng
·
But Hampton's heroics smashed Bill Scherer, and John Kelley. Cal-. contest, Lenore Wolodzko, the only
that hope and sent the Musketeers Jahan .and Sche~er pl!"ced second active famale member, would have
the University of Cincinnati before re un s. ·
5046 fans.
.
Dickey led all scorers with 23. He down to the1·r e1· hth stra1· ht de- an.d third re.sp. ective.ly. m the down~ surely won.
Th Be
.·
.
· also hauled in 9 rebounds and £'
.
d h fg
g
hill competitions giving our Mus.
.
e . arcats prevailed, 78-68.
biocked several shots. Lloyd Batts ~eat an 18t o the year.
k"ies an ear1y 1ea d in
. th e. com.
Advisor and Ski Club Coach,
.
Xavier went into the contest with scored 21 points and picked off 13 Neither team had played very petition. John Kelley finished a Dean Nally, was very ~leased wi~h
a 3-18 record while iUC was 15-8 caroms. Guard Dan Murphy scored well but the Redskins, despite hav-. strong second in the giant slalom the outcome of the trip an~ s~1d
and hoping for an NIT bid.
· 12 points in just 20 minutes of play· ing a dozen less shots at the bas- with Scherer and Callahan finish: was. proud to be part of a winning
ket, made four more field goals ing fifth and sixt)l .!'._espectively. In Xavier team.
.
But the records can usually be in17 time.
thrownoutofthisonebecausebothr'"........................_.lllll"'""""'....,.,......................-............;.;;....iiil111111. .ii1111.-.__,........-...............
squads are flying when they take
to the court. This one was no different.
The Muskies played well enough
in the first half to take a 41-40 lead
into the locker room. UC Head
Coach Gale Catlett said later that
"there was never any doubt" about
his team winning but to watch his
antics throughout the game you'd;
never have known it. Catlett spent ·
as much time on the court shouting
instructions and arguing with offi·
cials as he did in his chair.
In the second half the Bearcat's
Derrek Dickey exploded for 15
points, 10 of them in the final 61/2 ·
minutes ehn they really counted,
and Cincy broke the game' open.
The Musketeers were down by
just two, 68-66, with 2:56 to play.
But Dickey scored two buckets and
assisted in Dave Johnson's three·
point play during that span of
time. XU managed a single free
throw.
So the Bearcats won for the 28th
time in a series that goes back to
the 1927-28 season. Xavier. has
been on the winning side on 12 occasions.
Conny Warren, who really
wanted this one, put on a spectacular performance despite a leg that
went lame in the second half. 'I'he
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MeMullin speakerr-·- - - - -

Fo~0,I~~==~fi)
st
be

Foreign· Study

a minority in the dep - inent.
A grant from the Na tonal Science Foundation sent cMullin to
Yale University from 957-1959 as
a doctoral research ellow. From
· 1964-1965, he serv Cl as an assistant professor at e University of.
Minnesota. Shortl after his return
to Notre J?ame,/McM ullin was
named chairman of the Philosophy
~epartment at that school, a position he held until just last year.
Among many other prominent
positions held in philosophical as~
sociationa, McMullin was president
of the Catholic Philosophical Association from 1966-1967. ·
In addition to the freedom from
his duties as chairman of the Phi-- loaophy Department from which he
retired in 1972, McMullin has
moved his residence from small
rooms in the.Administration.Biiilding and rectory to a small home in
South Bend where he has returned
to .U!a~~I!"• research, and"!!?~·

-··-------·-··
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. ··/~\TVPIN~ SERVICE .
i
2722 Glendo;a Ave. 281- 7155 ;
Typing Student Papers,
· i·
Author MS.
;. ·c:li1 By Appoin!rri~nt on1v.

DENNING'$ TAX &
ACCOUNTING
SERVICE

Why not study abroad this
summer? Or how about an
academic year in a foreign
country?
·
· If you are considering any
type of foreign study, the Of.
lice of International Educa·
tion can help you. Located in
. Room 311 of Hinkle Hall, the ·
purpose of the office is to provide information on· many for·
eign study programs and to
assist students, both graduate
and undergraduate, in applying to these programs. In addition, information can also be
provided to faculty members
and graduate students on
teaching abroad.
If international study and
travel interests you, consult ·
the bulletin board on the first
floor of the University Center
outside the cafeteria and/or
come to the office.
Hours are: Tuesday and
Thursday from 10:00 a.m. to
noon; and from 2:00 p.m. to
3:00 p.m. Tuesday evening
6:00 to 7:00 p.m. ·

$4 TO $5 PER RETURN

I
!

(including State) .
Contact
DAVID A. DENNING
1460 DANA AVE.
CINCINN~TI, OHIO 45207
or CALL 631-7949
for an appointment

ROCK
Progressive
Music
Mon. -

Fri.

10 p.m. - Midnight

FM 91

.

The weekend. And you've got ·a little time
to spend. Any way you want. Good times,
good friends. And Coca-Cola to help
make it great.

·.!I

It's the real thing.CQke.

Bottled under the authol'lt.y of The Coca-Cola Company by: "The Coca-Cola Sotlflng Works Company, Cincinnati''.

GENER9US DISCOUNTS TO ALL XAVIER STUDl!NTS:

.AND F~CULTY MEMBERS.

NATIONAL DRY
CLEANERS
I HOUR CLEANING
3 HOUR SHIRT LAUNDRY ·
ALTERATIONS
NORWOOD PLAZA
10% DISCOUNT FOR ALL XAVIER STUDENTS
AND PACVJ,TY MEMBERS

NATIONAL COIN-OPERATED
CAR WASH OF NORWOOD
~PPOSITE

NA TfONAL DRY CLEANERS

35t for 5 minutes
wash-rinse•wax
OPEN 2' HOURS - 7 DAYS IEEKLY

I

"'

Five Minures From Xavier Campus

r~=:::;--=;;:;------" ,•. ·.·
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SOME OFFICE d•S. ••RI llHRISDIG THAI OTHllS
In the old days If a man wanted to be an executive
and craved adventure too, he could skipper a clipper
ship.
th
I
Today .. ~the clippers are gone .. •but e auperson cs
are here. And swashbuckling executives stlll get
their ·chance.
That's maybe a mllllon bucks worth of plane. And
when you fly It the responslblllty's all youra.
·
If you'd like to mull that over every time you bank or
roll at 1,400+ mph, try for Officer. Training School

after you graduate from college. After completion of
this school you will attend pilot training and have a
starting salary of more than $9,IOO annually. Also,
remember the nice Idea of yourself, an Air Force
pllot, captain of all you command, getting to visit
foreign ports like the clipper captain of yore.
An Air Force officer's life ls a great life!
Why just be skipper of a desk? .
For complete Information contact your local Air Force
representative.

Vmted State• Ab- ~ozeoe
550 Main St. • Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

Ph: 241-7828
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Luxury Suites

decor ... a1r conditioned ... fully carpeted ... daily maid service
and linens ... food service ... 24 hour telephone service by Edna and Margaret ... comfortable living in suburban atmosphere ... large rooms and cupboards ... modern kitchens
and baths ... kept shiny and clean by Housekeeper Helen Schechter, Pinky and Supt. Coy
Elliott ... call Miss Davitt for a·tour and details. Reserved parking in garage and door-·
man service.

JUMBO COCKTAIL HOUR ....;. Nightly 5:30 to 7 p.m.
Nightly 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Mon.-Thurs.
DANCING FRI. & SAT. - Ouo-9 p.m. to 2:30 a.m.
No cover, minim.um or price in~rease.
NOON CHUCKWAGON - 11:30 to 2:30 ... Prime Beef,
Soups, Home Made Specials. Jet Service.
COFFEE SHOP - Open daily till 1 a.m.
FORUM DINING ROOM - Nightly to 9 .p.m.;
. . Buffet on Saturdays
·
PRIVATE PARTIES
LUNCHEONS
DINNERS
AMPLE
'FREE
PARKING

VERNON MANOR HOTEL
Proudly Presents

JIMMY EVANS

and
BOB HATFIELD
For your listening and dancing pleasure

... Open for season May thru September . . . private memberships and
lockers ... open 7 days a week 10 a.m.
to 10 p.m .... Join now. as memberships are limited.

8each Club And Swimming Pool

• ... Luncheons. dinners, meetings and
receptions for groups from s to 200
. . . in one of the beautiful private
party rooms - the. Garden. Colonial, Chinese. Boot and Parisian Rooms ... No room
charge for groups dining with us ... Call Mailre D' Robert Weiner for reservations
and menus.

Private Parties And Meetings

FREE PARKING AT ALL TIMES. ''YOU CAN STAY AT ANY HOTEL, BUT YOU
CAN LIVE AT THE VERNON MANOR."

/

Dr. Joseph Link Jr., President

The Vernon Manor Hotel·Oak at Burnet·

Cincinnati 45219, Ohio

281-3300

